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ATASSpro from TechnoAlpin is based on the two tried and tested control 

systems Liberty and ATASSplus and combines all their advantages.

At the same time, the functions have been radically updated and brought 

into line with modern software engineering. ATASSpro therefore combines 

foolproof and familiar with new and original. Simplicity with singularity.

MANY FUNCTIONS
FOR PERFECT 
SNOWMAKING  
 Assistant app for functions and automatic processes 

 New and improved snow gun screen

 Overview display of machine rooms 

 Data monitor and zone inspector 

 Multi-screen mode 

 Dashboard confi guration

 Display of custom layers 

 Favorite app facility

 Installation of virtual server structures

 Integration of webcams

 Continuous software updates

 Connection with SNOWMASTER app

 Multi-user access

THE GATEWAY
TO A NEW
DIMENSION IN 
SNOWMAKING.
The key features of good snowmaking software 

are a wide range of functions for controlling the 

system, an unrestricted overall view and simple 

operation. The ATASSpro software combines the best 

functions of Liberty and ATASSplus in one single system, 

resulting in unrivaled software based on many years of 

experience invested in two control systems.
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THE PRECISE
GUIDE. 
All it takes is the push of a button to cover the ski area 

with snow. ATASSpro allows an uninterrupted overview of the 

entire snowmaking system and supports full automation. We call 

this system the SnowProcess, through which the complete system 

is configured and controlled. This means that the snowmaking 

process is started automatically as soon as the conditions are right. 

ATASSpro adapts the snowmaking parameters to the prevailing 

conditions and resources, distributing the water in the ski area to 

optimum effect. 

THE INDIVIDUALIST WITH 
ULTRA-WIDE VISION.
Using ATASSpro is easier than ever – for everyone and 

everywhere. Even without prior knowledge of other snowmaking 

software, the user can quickly gain access to the main functions 

thanks to the intuitive operation. Whether on ultra-wide screens, in 

multi-screen mode or in the MobileAPP, the completely new interface 

with the revolutionary navigation concept allows everyone to use 

ATASSpro the way they want. This is because the multi-user mode 

provides everyone in the snowmaking operations team with the 

option of adapting the view to their own personal preferences and 

to the requirements for the job in hand. This keeps the focus on the 

essentials, no matter where you are.

THE OMNISCIENT SAFETY
AND SECURITY EXPERT.
The integration of cameras and webcams in ATASSpro not 

only provides a full overview but naturally also increases 

operational reliability. This is particularly beneficial in the machine 

rooms where the cameras make it possible to monitor processes 

and react to any major events at the same time. Messages and push 

notifications in the MobileAPP play their part in making sure that 

nothing is missed. 

THE DECISION-MAKING 
AID WITH BRAINS.
ATASSpro delivers large volumes of data which serve as 

a wide-ranging basis for decisions. The improved weather 

forecast tool provides a precise local forecast for the next 14 days 

and is calculated specifically for the high demands in snowmaking. It 

is updated every two hours, providing the perfect basis for planning 

and predicting snow production. The analysis tools also offer an 

accurate evaluation of the season, making it easy to plan, manage 

and decide. 


